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INTRODUCTION

Multi-chip and system in a package (SiP)
technologies are seeing strong demand across a
range of applications, providing heterogeneous
integration benefits enabled by expanding
supply chains. Design requirements for higher
levels of integration and performance in smaller
form factors drive the need for 3D package
architectures.  Die and package stacking
technologies are the basis of most 3D package
architectures.  These technologies serve
memory and logic device stacking requirements
well, however, power electronics applications
require higher power and thermal performance
levels.  3D SiP with embedded chip technologies
are emerging as a leading architecture for power
integration requirements.  This paper will
summarize examples of 3D SiP with embedded
chip solutions and address new supply chain
developments.

DEFINITIONS

Multi-chip package (MCP) - integrates two or
more ICs in a standard package platform.  The
platform can utilize lead frame, laminate,
ceramic based substrates or wafer level
processing and can be in a planar (2D) or
stacked (3D) architecture.  Typically passives
are not integrated but the trend is for increased
use of a few passives for signal conditioning of
MCPs at higher frequencies or performance.

System in a package (SiP) – provides
heterogeneous integration of ICs with passive
components into a standard package platform to
provide sub-system optimized performance as a
functional block.  SiP designs have shorter time
to market and much lower NRE costs vs. a SoC.

Modules – are best characterized as custom
integrated assembly solutions designed for
specific functions within a system and typically
require a connector or flex circuit interface to the
main printed circuit board assembly (PCBA).
Whereas MCP and SiP solutions are mounted
on a PCBA using standard SMT processes.

Table 1 (1) provides a forecast by Prismark of
SiP and MCP product / package types and
leading supply chain providers.

Estimating and forecasting total annual
shipments of SiP, MCP, or modules along with
segmenting by package type or architecture has
been a challenge for industry analysts.  Not only
are a diverse range of hard to classify new
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package types emerging but many suppliers
have different definitions of a SiP vs MCP or
have legacy accounting systems that make it
hard to capture and segment by assembly
architecture including 3D / stacking. What
analysts can agree on is that economic and
time-to-market forces are favoring package
integration solutions over SoC designs.  Further,
3D architectural benefits will lead to growth in
3D stacking across many applications and
package types.  A conservative estimate is that
over 10 billion 3D packages shipped in 2014
with growth projections to over 20 billion by 2019
for a 15% CAGR. Many of these 3D package
solutions will have SiP integration and
performance attributes.

3D SiP with embedded chip technology has
integration, performance and 3D architecture
flexibility that can offer benefits to a wide range
of applications.  3D SiP with embedded chip
typically requires wafer level, substrate
fabrication, microelectronic and SMT process
technologies which to date has been a limitation
for turnkey supply chain solutions. Figure 1 (2)
illustrates the trend to 3D SiP and the integration
density and performance benefits enabled by
embedded chip technology.

The following is a list of performance
advantages (+) and trade-offs (-) for 3D SiP with
embedded chip vs. traditional planar (2D) SiP
assembly technologies.

 Miniaturization:

+ Reduced SiP component footprint
area
- Increased SiP component mounted

Z height
 Design flexibility:

+   Ability to tailor the interconnect
technology (embedded via, wirebond,
FC or SMT) best suited for the IC or
passive device requirements being
integrated.  This allows embedded chip
technology to provide higher wiring
density solutions.
- A co-design methodology is

required to optimize for system and
device cost / performance trade-
offs.

- Chips first assembly technologies
like substrate or fan-out wafer level
package (FO-WLP) embedding,
require closer co-design
relationships to address KGD
requirements, design for test & yield
optimization.

 Electrical performance:

+   Improved signal integrity or power
efficiency thru shorter vertical (via)
interconnects, power / ground planes in
embedded chip substrates and lower
package parasitics.

+  EMI / RFI shielding and isolation of
digital and RF devices thru ground
planes and plated via based ground
fences along with the ability to shield the
top side assembly thru as shield cap or
conformal shield layer over a mold cap.

+ 3D SiP architecture enables closer
placement of critical passives (inductors,
capacitors, filters, etc…) to IC devices.

 Thermal performance:

+  Integrated heat spreading copper
layers within embedded chip substrate
offering lower thermal resistances.

+  Ability for two sided cooling and ease
of chip hot spot thermal management.
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Miniaturization and thermal benefits were
reported in Figure 2 (3) where GaN System and
AT&S provide a comparison of package area vs
thermal resistance.  The GaNpx embedded chip
in substrate solutions (ranging from 33.75 to
21.6 sq. mm) can provide a smaller and cooler
performing package vs. a range of assembly
based power package options. Only the 5x6mm
PQFN (with Cu clip) achieves similar size and
thermal resistance performance. In all cases the
actual thermal performance is impacted by the
chip size and substrate or leadframe
thicknesses, so the package rank positions are
an approximation.

Further, GaN Systems and AT&S reported
electrical benefits in Figure 3 (3) positioning
these same power package solutions by their
drive loop and cumulative circuit path as a
package (connection) inductance ranking. The
power package options that utilize direct bond
interconnect (low inductance flip chip or plated
contacts via embedded chip technology) offer
the lowest package inductance.

Due to these thermal, electrical and small
package size benefits, the industry is seeing the
emergence of embedded chip in substrate
technology for power management applications
from Figure 4 TI’s MicroSiP™ and MicroSiL (4,
5), Infineon’s DrBlade™ (6) to the emerging
Heterogeneously Integrated Power Stages
(HIPS) technology offered by Sarda
Technologies (7) which like TI’s solutions relies
on a true 3D SiP with embedded chip
technology architecture as shown in Figure 5.

To date one of the highest levels of integration in
a 3D SiP with embedded chip application can be
seen in Figure 6.  Here Research in Motion
worked with TDK to shrink the power
management section of a BlackBerry™ Z10
smartphone by 60% by embedding 2 Maxim
chips in TDK’s SESUB (Semiconductor
Embedded in SUBstrate) technology and
surface mounting 34 passives on the top side
under a RF shield cap. (8,9)
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Recently, Intel announced their EMIB
(Embedded Multi-die Interconnect Bridge)
technology as solution for high bandwidth
memory to logic chip integration by embedding
an interconnect bridge chip in a high density
build up substrate to handle the high wiring
density. In Intel’s applications a 2.5D package
architecture with a TSV based silicon interposer
has been the incumbent technology of choice.
Table 2, summarizes Intel’s attributes evaluation
matrix favoring EMIB over a silicon interposer
based 2.5D package architecture (10, 11). As
the yellow bar indicates a key development
focus for Intel was in the embedded die in
substrate processing which was completed in
collaboration with substrate fabrication partners.
A co-design methodology is required beginning
at the device floor planning stage for both the
memory and logic die, to optimize the memory
interface for connection thru the substrate and
embedded bridge chip.

By applying the form factor and performance
benefits 3D SiP with embedded chip offers.
Against the package attributes required for next
generation RF PA, Connectivity and other SiP
applications; system, IC and package designers
can envision the benefits available from a 3D vs
a planar SiP architecture. Figure 7 (12)
illustrates the applications and device integration
available through 3D SiP with embedded chip
technologies. Embedded chip in substrate
market leaders AT&S and TDK have been
serving power and wireless applications in high
volume manufacturing for a number of years.

With a widening range of applications
representing strong demand for 3D SiP with
embedded chip technologies, coupled with the
co-design and process technology complexities
associate, the supply chain could become a
serious constraint to the technology’s adoption.
Very few worldwide suppliers have the
resources and depth of technologies to provide
a vertically integrated supply chain solution.  To
address this constraint, apply industry leading
capabilities in embedded chip substrates, wafer
level and SiP assembly technologies - AT&S
and UTAC Group entered into a joint marketing
collaboration agreement in April of 2015. This
collaboration is providing virtual turnkey supply
chain options to the market with provisions for
either AT&S or UTAC to directly serve
customers. Figure 8 (2,13) illustrates the
business and supply chain flow offered by the
AT&S and UTAC collaboration.  Over the past
year design rules and roadmaps have been
aligned and a 3D SiP test vehicle has been
fabricated delivered to Alpha customer Sarda
Technologies.
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3D SiP with Embedded Chip Reliability

The AT&S embedded chip in substrate
technology has met JEDEC long term package
reliability requirements, with customers
performing their own reliability qualification
testing. Table 3, summarizes the testing AT&S
has completed along with UTAC’s reliability
requirements for laminated based packages.
UTAC and AT&S are teaming to create
additional reliability data for sharing with
customers as required.

Conclusions:

MCP and SiP applications are expanding
rapidly, enabled by advances in wafer level and
substrate interconnect processes. 3D SiP with
embedded chip technology can provide package
architecture, integration and benefits for a
diverse range of applications or performance
attributes required.  Power management and
wireless applications have been delivering 3D

SiP with embedded chip solutions for nearly a
decade.  New 3D SiP solutions are emerging
offered by a broader range of IC suppliers to
leverage both performance and cost benefits.
UTAC’s collaboration with AT&S offers the
market a full turnkey supply chain solution
addressing design for cost / performance
requirements to enable customers to bring 3D
SiP with embedded chip products to market
more efficiently.
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